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Mental Health
You do not have to struggle in silence!

India has one of the world's highest rates of mental  illness.
According to stats, one out of every five Indians have  active

mental health issues. As we speak,  about

5.5 crore people are suffering from depression

anxiety. But these are merely the people who

&

have

acknowledged to it. The exact volume is yet unknown.

Mental   health   conditions   can   have   a   substantial   effect     on   all 

areas of life, such as school or work  performance,  

relationships with family & friends and one's ability to 

participate in the community. Two of the most common 

mental health conditions, depression and anxiety, cost the 

global economy US$ 1 trillion a year.



The CEO's Vision

AARTI BR  SINGH

I could see the necessity to establish a gateway  that  

assists everyone in need of knowledge and help,  in  

the most convenient and comfortable  manner  

possible. Naturally, shareyrheart.com is a one-stop- 

shop for all - visitors, clients and experts.

@aarti-br-singh-273267a
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The Startup Story...

In a nutshell!
Inception: Aug 2018 | Action: Feb 2021

Honestly, shareyrheart.com is a comprehensive online
directory of mental health practitioners and therapeutic 

options. We are on a path of healing and change  for  

people suffering from mental illnesses who want to  carry  

meaningful lives in the communities of their choosing while 

striving to realise their full human potential.



MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION

"Dreams   have   been   described   as   dress   rehearsals   for  

real life, opportunities to gratify wishes, and a form  of  

nocturnal therapy. A new theory aims to make  sense  

of it all."

The     magazine   is   an   endeavor  to   present   the  

clients,   visitors,   readers,   and   experts   from   all  

around the world with a fresh perspective on   how 

and why mental well-being should be   promoted   in 

whichever way  possible.

The super affordable subscription is available at only
INR 120 an issue.



Progress so far..
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ACHIEVEMENTS



All over INDIA!

Crossed a century mark!

We are proud to announce that experts have 

shown trust and belief in our platform and 

have registered with us from PAN India.

From almost all parts of India?

SYH has been able to make a very  strong  

presence online. You name the regional 

zone / state , and we have got experts  from  

there listed with us!

Central Zone

25.9%

West Zone 17%

North Zone

9.8%

East Zone

21.4%

South Zone 

25.9%



Our Scores ( ? / 5  )

Consumer Ratings

SYH has endeavoured to
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create the  best

experience possible for both experts  and  

clients, with an improvement from 3.5 in  Q1  

2021 to 4.8 now.

Employee  Ratings

Our major objective has been to maintain a 

healthy work atmosphere in which the team 

works hard and plays hard. The massive 

increase from 3.0 to 4.3 says it all!
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https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C5CHFA_enIN945IN945&sxsrf=APq-WBvN0z5hIOVXYYfGSevX96FQXv1ZRA%3A1648959965283&q=endeavoured&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiN3-rHhvf2AhUzT2wGHZzuDoMQkeECKAB6BAgBEDI
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C5CHFA_enIN945IN945&sxsrf=APq-WBvN0z5hIOVXYYfGSevX96FQXv1ZRA%3A1648959965283&q=endeavoured&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiN3-rHhvf2AhUzT2wGHZzuDoMQkeECKAB6BAgBEDI
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C5CHFA_enIN945IN945&sxsrf=APq-WBvN0z5hIOVXYYfGSevX96FQXv1ZRA%3A1648959965283&q=endeavoured&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiN3-rHhvf2AhUzT2wGHZzuDoMQkeECKAB6BAgBEDI


TIME FOR TESTIMONIALS !



Contact Us

9874021437 / 033-46013886

shareyrheart@gmail.com

mailto:shareyrheart@gmail.com


THANK Y O U ! 




